The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has roiled the lives of virtually everyone on Earth over the past two years. Along with multiple waves of illness and death have come disruptions to how we buy and consume. With our lives more centered around our homes, where many of us now work, consumption patterns
changed in ways that altered forest products purchases [1, 2]. Homeowners invested more in their houses but delayed selling and moving; demand for new construction was therefore elevated after a brief slowdown [3, 4], creating conditions for higher prices in wood products that mirrored the roller coaster of illness that beset the nation. This article discusses this last aspect of the pandemic, with a focus on the forest products sector in the United States.

Volatile Prices and Demand

Perhaps the phenomenon most illustrative of the pandemic's effects on the forest products sector has been the wide swings in softwood lumber and structural panel (plywood, oriented strand board) prices in 2020 and 2021. In March 2020 when the pandemic hit the U.S., the average wholesale price (i.e., price paid at the mill gate) of softwood framing lumber was about $400 per thousand board-feet, and the composite wood-based panel price was about $400 per thousand square feet [5]. After a sharp drop in the nation's aggregate economic output by 8.9% in the second quarter of 2020 (an annualized drop exceeding 30% of the nation's real gross domestic product, seasonally adjusted) [6], wood product prices began to rise [5]. Builders resumed a high rate of residential construction at a seasonally adjusted annual rate that averaged 1.5 million homes per year from July to December 2020 [7]. Additionally, homeowners undertook a higher rate of repairs and renovations than they had prior to the pandemic [6], utilizing the extra savings (which more than doubled from 7.9% to 18.9% of income between April 2020 and March 2021) that they found themselves holding due to reduced spending on things such as vacations and dining out [8]. The apex of the run-up in wood products prices was in mid-2021 when the North American softwood lumber price index topped $1,500 per thousand board-feet and the panel price index exceeded $1,500 per thousand square feet [5].

Labor Supply Contraction and Stagnant Wood Product Output

Compared to 2019, worker illnesses were up 16% in the wood products sector and 42% in the paper products sector in 2020 [9]. It is unknown at this time the extent to which forest sector workers’ availability for paid labor was affected by increased household responsibilities of home healthcare and childcare, but it is clear that COVID-19 played a role. This reduction in labor availability is termed a “backwards shift in labor supply” in economics. Although the forest sector workforce has been shrinking over many decades because of labor-saving technology change [10] – reducing employment by an average of 1%-2% per year since 1990 – the shrinkage of the workforce in 2020 was a sizable annual drop compared to 2019 [11]. In the wood products sector, the employment level was an average of 3% lower in the 12 months from April 2020 to March 2021 compared to those same months in the year prior.

The revived demand for wood due to resumed residential investment interacted with the labor supply contraction mentioned earlier to create conditions for a volatile wood products market. As orders flowed in from builders and big-box wood retailers in the wholesale market, available inventories were quickly exhausted because mills were labor-constrained. The labor supply contraction corresponded with higher weekly wages, which were up by an average of 5.8% from April 2020 to March 2021 compared to the same period in 2019-2020 [11]. However, higher pay was insufficient to attract enough workers to substantially increase production in 2020 and early 2021.
For example, softwood lumber output in the Pacific, Intermountain and Southern U.S. increased an average of 3.8% in the four quarters from April 2020 to March 2021 compared to the year earlier [12].

The combination of labor supply contraction and higher product demand produced a set of repeated bidding wars for wood products that has endured throughout the pandemic, driving prices higher still. Through March 2021, wholesale (mill gate) softwood lumber prices averaged 95% higher than in the comparable quarters a year earlier [5]. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [13] reports that prices for wood products overall averaged 14.7% higher from April 2020 to March 2021 compared to a year earlier; sawmill output prices were 30% higher and plywood mill output prices were 29% higher.

Economic research suggests that producers are able to adjust labor, capital and raw material input allocations in response to altered market conditions over the course of many months to years [14]. Therefore, the short-run behavior in markets, demonstrating limited output adjustments, seen in this light, is not surprising.

With the lumber price increases that took place, an industry without labor retrenchment would have been expected to produce substantially more softwood lumber than observed. Estimates vary, but given the approximate doubling of softwood lumber prices nationwide, output would have increased an estimated 23%, and possibly more [14], had labor supply not contracted.

Still, the higher product prices and nearly stagnant output translated into overall higher revenues flowing to manufacturers. In the wood products sector, a share of that revenue covered higher labor costs (wages plus employer contributions), which were up by an average of 2.7% from April 2020 to March 2021 compared to the year prior [11]. But that cost increase was less than one-fifth the size of the overall wood product price index increase registered over the same time frame.
Mills Did Not Demand Much More Wood

The result of the labor contraction and limited wood product output response was a weak or nonexistent increase in the demand by mills for sawtimber to make lumber. The lack of strong sawtimber demand makes sense, as the decrease in the rate of wood product output naturally leads to a decrease in the need for raw material input. In contrast to the higher manufactured product prices in the southern United States, where most of the U.S. softwood lumber is produced, prices for southern pine sawtimber (and delivered sawlogs) were unchanged over the four quarters spanning April 2020 to March 2021 [15]. The disconnect between lumber and sawtimber prices is shown in Figure 1.
The market changes observed in the COVID-19 era can be illustrated with a collection of supply-and-demand graphs. In Figure 2, we show the markets for labor, lumber and timber in the absence of the pandemic (top three graphs) and in the presence of COVID-19 (bottom three graphs). The top-left graph presents an equilibrium of labor supply \( S_{\text{Labor}} \) and demand \( D_{\text{Labor}} \) at the number of workers at \( Q_L \) and the average wage at \( W_L \). In the lumber market (top middle), equilibrium lumber supply \( S_{\text{Lumber}} \) and demand \( D_{\text{Lumber}} \) is found with a quantity produced of \( Q_S \) and market price of \( P_S \). In the timber market (top right), the timber supply \( S_{\text{Timber}} \) and demand \( D_{\text{Timber}} \) intersect to define quantity produced \( Q_T \) and the price of that timber \( P_T \). In the COVID-19 era (bottom row), labor supply (bottom left) shifts back to \( S_{\text{Labor-C}} \), defining a lower number of workers \( Q_{LC} \) and a higher wage \( W_{LC} \). In the lumber market (bottom middle), because of fewer workers available at any wage level, supply shifts back to \( S_{\text{Lumber-C}} \), but vigorous demand for lumber means that lumber demand shifts out to \( D_{\text{Lumber-C}} \). A new equilibrium price is found at \( P_{SC} \), which is a large jump from \( P_S \). But the quantity of lumber produced is nearly unchanged, settling in at a quantity \( Q_{SC} \), which is barely different from the pre-pandemic quantity of lumber \( Q_S \). Finally, in the timber market (bottom right), the spike in lumber prices translated into a weak outward shift in timber demand \( D_{\text{Timber-C}} \). In this figure, we posit a slight outward shift in timber supply \( S_{\text{Timber-C}} \), in line with a growing volume of standing timber inventory [16]. Therefore, the price of timber \( P_{TC} \) is essentially the same as the pre-pandemic price \( P_T \), but the quantity produced increases slightly from \( Q_T \) to \( Q_{TC} \).
Figure 2. Labor, lumber and timber markets under non-pandemic conditions (top row) and during pandemic conditions (bottom row).

Lumber prices have undergone large gyrations since March 2020 (Figure 1). The movements reflect the balance between contracting and expanding labor supply, which ebbed and flowed with the various waves of COVID-19 in the U.S. It is not yet known precisely how labor supply and lumber supply variations interacted with product demand conditions. The data are accumulating, and research is underway to fully identify the temporal and cross-input (labor, wood) dynamics since March 2020 in the U.S. and globally.

**Transport Concerns**

Although we have been focusing on the wholesale market for wood products, a salient consideration is that shipping labor supply also contracted during the pandemic. Employment changes in the trucking industry illustrate the supply chain interruptions. From April 2020 through March 2021, employment in the specialized trucking sector, which includes log transport, decreased by 6.3%. Of importance for wholesale buyers of wood products, including builders and big-box retailers, a parallel shift took place in the overall trucking sector, whose employment levels dropped by 4% over the same time frame [11]. The implication is that, even if mills demanded more logs or builders demanded more lumber and panels, producers and buyers found it difficult to move product, contributing to a backlog of unfilled orders. When producers have a backlog of orders,
prices are naturally bid up to make supply available equal to demand, even if the total quantity bought and sold only slightly changes.

**What about International Trade?**

A discussion of the U.S. market for forest products cannot ignore the role of international trade. For softwood lumber, softwood plywood and oriented strand board, the United States imports more than it exports. Pre-pandemic, the nation imported about one-third of the softwood lumber it consumed from Canada [17]. During the pandemic, Canada, like the U.S., has experienced output constraints in wood products, with additional complications related to its recovery from the mountain pine beetle epidemic [18]. Canada did increase its softwood lumber exports to the U.S. by 3.5% for the months of April 2020 to March 2021 [13], and other overseas suppliers similarly responded to high U.S. prices [12]. But it is apparent that U.S. imports from these foreign sources were insufficient to substantially dampen U.S. market prices. Given recent U.S. Department of Commerce findings regarding Canadian softwood lumber imports [20] and the limited success of other foreign producers at meeting domestic wood products demand, the future role of trade affecting COVID-19 related price volatility is highly uncertain.

**What to Expect**

We do not have the space in this article to fully flesh out the entire web of changes experienced in the forest products sector, but the statistics and graphical figures presented give a sense of what has happened since the advent of COVID-19 in the United States. The dynamics observed over the past two years also provide a roadmap for what to expect in the coming years.
First, with overall higher prices, domestic U.S. producers of wood products have a profit incentive to expand their output through the deployment of new production capacity. However, the labor market contraction has indicated that more workers may not be available to work in new or expanded mills at the wage rate that mills are willing to pay. Hence, the pandemic has offered a strong incentive to accelerate the ongoing process of capital intensification in combination with any increase in production capacity. Next, principles of international trade tell us that if a foreign producer cannot robustly respond to U.S. market signals, foreign investors have an increased incentive to invest in new production capacity within the borders of the United States. Product competition leads to another inferred outcome that could emerge from the pandemic: to the extent that wood competes with non-wood products in construction and other applications, higher lumber and wood-based structural panel prices encourage builders to substitute away from wood. Compared to the near doubling of the price of softwood lumber, non-wood substitutes in some applications did not increase much in the first 12 months of the pandemic, e.g., concrete increased 2.3% [20] and metal framing materials increased 0.9% over the same time frame (though the remainder of 2021 demonstrated a spike upward) [21].

In summary, the pandemic has scrambled product markets domestically and globally and provided fresh incentives disfavoring wood product sector employment, favoring new domestic production capacity potentially fueled by higher foreign direct investment, and disfavoring construction wood products over some non-wood substitutes. The long-run implications of this combination of factors are so far unknown, but it is plausible that the forest products sector of 2030 will look far different from the one that existed in February 2020.
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